
Name: _____________________ #____ 

Discovering Theme 

The theme of a text may not always be easy to determine. Readers must be detectives and use clues in the story (a character’s actions, setting, plot events, conflict, 
etc.) to discover the theme. Use the chart below to help you think through the text and come to an informed decision about the theme. 

Topic

Stories have many topics, and deciding on a main topic can help you determine theme. Take a look at the list of topics below. Decide what 
the topics of the story is/are. Once you do that, eliminate the ones that aren’t as important or prevalent, and jot down some brief notes 
about those ideas. Go back into the story and identify clues that support this topic. 

* Friendship * Courage * Fear * Hope * Trust * Justice * Revenge * Violence * Sacrifice * Generosity * Race-relations * Freedom * Tradition * Childhood * Fame * Growing Up * Survival * Purity * Family * Toughness * 
Perseverance * Love * Self-esteem * Gratitude *  Acceptance * Kindness * Happiness * Empathy * Nature * Appearance * Reality * Money * Technology * Science *  Innocence * Religion * Loyalty * Selfishness

How/

Happenings

Option 1: How does the main character’s understanding of life change?/How does the main character change? How is this change brought 
about? Option 2: What are the most important happenings (events) of the text? 

Emotions

What emotions did you feel at the end? (This might dictate whether your theme is more optimistic or pessimistic. If the end is positive, the author might be 
saying that people should do something similar to the protagonist to be rewarded. Conversely, if the end is negative, the author might be cautioning the 
reader against something.) 

Message

What message from the story applies to real life? Don’t spend too much time making this perfect at this point. You can revise later on.

Expecations

Make what you wrote above follow the expectations of a strong theme (yellow sheet).




